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I’ve used this approach to build systems for the Internet of Things, web platforms, and low-power wireless networking. I’ve published the results of this research in top conferences (including SOSP, OSDI, and
MobiSys), released open-source implementations, and
built a community of researchers and practitioners
around one of them.

My research interests center on the design and implementation of secure systems. My work is guided by two
principles: (1) system security should not impede thirdparty developers, who are often the main source of innovation, and (2) systems that secure third-party extensions also improve security by reducing the amount of
specially-privileged first-party code.
Today, very few systems adhere to these principles. For
example, Facebook’s web platform exposes a limited
subset of user data to applications due to security and
privacy concerns. But many features require greater access to data, and hence can only be implemented by
privileged Facebook engineers. This restricts innovation in features such as the news feed to a tiny fraction
of developers. It also leaves user data more vulnerable
when privileged code is buggy.
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Tock: Internet of Things

Low-power microcontrollers are increasingly prevalent
in the Internet of Things. These devices have extreme
memory constraints—typically 16-512 kB of RAM.
They also lack hardware features, such as virtual memory, that are integral to the design of modern operating systems. These constraints preclude traditional isoThis problem isn’t just the result of poor system buildlation abstractions, such as processes or microkernel
ing. It is hard to design highly extensible systems that
services, leading to systems in which every line of code
are both secure and useful. Moreover, I believe that seis fully trusted.
curity and extensibility must be evaluated end-to-end,
under real-world usage by actual practitioners. Most of The result is that device manufacturers cannot safely
the systems I have designed and built evolved through run third-party applications on their microcontroller
four phases of research:
systems. Worse, these siloed devices end up incorporating large quantities of third-party code anyway, in
1. Identifying the problem of systems that fail to rethe form of open source libraries or device drivers. A
alize their potential by handicapping third-party
bug in any of this code makes the whole system vulnerdevelopers.
able to attackers. If the Internet of Things continues to
2. Seizing opportunity to attract a meaningful user grow as predicted, we risk ending up with vulnerable
and siloed devices running the world around us.
base to a clean-slate system.
3. Engineering a system that addresses previous lim- Fortunately, there’s a huge opportunity here. Despite
itations while maintaining or improving security. their widespread use, microcontrollers have no entrenched operating system and typically run non4. Evaluation of the new system. Because I freportable applications. Hence, compatibility, the perenquently pursue the twin goals of security and exnial barrier to research OS adoption, largely does not
tensibility, my systems cannot be evaluated in a
apply. Practitioners can easily adopt a new embedded
vacuum. They must be evaluated empirically, by
operating system if it strengthens security, improves
observing how they hold up to real third-party
driver robustness, and enables harnessing of third-party
developers. Evaluation may involve promoting
application developers.
adoption of open source implementations, engaging with developers to foster a community, or At the same time, other advances have opened new
even hiring inexperienced developers to use a re- design possibilities for a clean-slate embedded OS.
search platform. Invariably, it also involves feed- The success of Rust means that, for the first time,
ing lessons from the user base back into the sys- we have a robust developer community behind a language simultaneously providing memory safety and
tem design.
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complete control over memory allocation, deallocation,
and layout. New hardware, such as the ARM MPU,
offers non-traditional hardware-based memory protection. Between the compiler and hardware, these are
powerful mechanisms for isolating untrusted code even
in memory-constrained systems, but they cannot easily
be retrofitted to legacy systems.

hardware root-of-trust [12] for use in some internal security products [10].
Fostering an ecosystem around Tock provided more
than just validation of the architecture, it provided unexpected results. For example, we thought that process isolation would, at best, not hamper developer
productivity. We learned that many developers actually preferred using processes, e.g., because the operating system could provide useful crash reports. On the
other hand, community experience revealed that asynchronous I/O interfaces are error prone for developers who don’t understand kernel internals, particularly
when low-level operations are hidden in library code
and used in more complex applications. As we continue answering questions like how to specify policies,
how to account for power consumption, and how to efficiently configure resources, we’ve gained the ability
to draw on applications and workloads from an active
community of practitioners instead of guessing, a priori, what will work best with applications.

To take advantage of this opportunity, I developed
Tock [13], a new operating system for microcontrollers.
Through novel isolation abstractions, Tock makes it
safe for end-users to run untrusted third-party applications and protects the kernel from buggy drivers. Tock
isolates the memory and performance of applications
using a preemptive process-like abstraction enforced in
hardware by the MPU. The kernel is written in Rust
and provides a type-safe API for building kernel components that ensures isolation of memory faults at virtually no runtime cost.

Tock’s problem space presented unique technical challenges. With limited memory, any global heap allocation is a serious threat to system stability. On the
other hand, the kernel cannot anticipate applications’
resource demands ahead of time. Tock resolves this 2 Hails: Web Platforms
tension with a new memory management mechanism
called “grants.” Grants manage process-specific kernel A small number of large web sites, such as Facebook,
heaps, ensuring the needs of one process do not affect curate most user data online. On the surface, these sites
are becoming software platforms by giving third-party
the capabilities of another [8].
applications access to some data via APIs. In practice,
We originally built Tock for our specific hardware and
though, most data access is reserved for the platform
use cases, but, frankly, it’s not that surprising that
itself since end-users have to trust third-party applicaPh.D. students could run their own applications on their
tions completely with whatever data the applications
own operating systems. The real test was whether other
can access.
developers could write applications for Tock and how
the security properties would hold. To answer this ques- The web platform restricts which applications can action, we encouraged adoption and sought feedback by cess data, but not how applications use the data. For
leading tutorials for both novice and experienced em- example, if Facebook allows a third-party application
bedded developers [14–16]. We also introduced Tock to access a user’s photos, it’s up to that application to
in the classroom to teach embedded programming [4], make sure the photos are not displayed to other, unauwrote documentation, and engaged online with both thorized users. Is it possible to ensure end-user security policies are enforced end-to-end without restricting
companies and hobbyists.
third-party applications’ capabilities?
The result of this effort is a growing community of
Tock developers from both academia and industry. Aca- One opportunity is a shift in how developers build and
demic researchers are using Tock to build a city-scale deploy web applications. Many developers are now
sensor network [11]. Helium (a well-funded ~50 per- deploying web applications on Platforms-as-a-Service
son start-up in the Internet of Things space) is using (PaaS), like Heroku, Amazon Beanstalk, and Google
Tock to build the next version of their programmable AppEngine. These platforms alleviate the need for deInternet of Things module [7]. Google ported it to their velopers to manage their own servers. In exchange, de2

nately, intuitively simple use cases, such as logging
heart rate in one application while viewing it in another,
are impossible. Current operating systems simply do
not allow applications to share access to Bluetooth Low
Energy peripherals safely, resulting in barriers for dePerhaps the deployment platform can enforce security
velopers.
policies on user data end-to-end? Instead of restricting
which applications can access data, the trusted platform I found an opportunity to address this deficiency in
can track data across applications. This matches the GATT, the application layer protocol Bluetooth Low
policies users actually care about: who can see their Energy devices already use to communicate with apdata, not which developer’s code can manipulate or ac- plications. GATT is an ideal protocol for multiplexing
access to devices. It has an attribute data-model. Endcess it along the way.
points perform operations such as GET, WRITE, and
Hails [5] is a framework specifically designed to ad- NOTIFY on the attributes. This is enough information
dress the developer barriers erected by sites such as for the operating system to let applications safely share
Facebook. In Hails, third-party applications run on the access to peripherals without explicit coordination, and
platform’s servers instead of servers run by the devel- without changing the peripherals or the applications.
oper. The trusted platform ensures that applications
that have seen sensitive data can’t communicate with I designed and built Beetle [9], a new hardware interusers, files, databases, etc., that are not authorized to face for Bluetooth Low Energy. Beetle interposes on
see that data. However, all functionality is implemented the GATT protocol between applications and devices.
by the applications themselves. For example, we cre- The system can distinguish between, say, a command
ated a GitHub-like code sharing platform built entirely to discover peripheral capabilities or fetch a reading
from one that unsubscribes from future sensor readof untrusted applications.
ing updates. As a result, Beetle allows shared access
Of course, the ultimate goal is to make sure ordinary to peripherals from multiple applications, fine-grained
developers can build secure platforms and applications access control to peripheral resources, and transparent
using Hails, not just domain experts (i.e., me and the access to peripherals over a network.
other Hails authors). To evaluate this, I supervised four
undergraduates in their first year of programming who Because GATT is not specific to any particular class
built a web platform and applications over the course of peripheral devices, Beetle works with existing peof a summer internship. Another group of more expe- ripherals and applications without requiring the operatrienced students did the same during a summer intern- ing system to understand any specific peripheral’s funcship at MIT Lincoln Labs. In both cases, the students tionality. For example, I ran Beetle on my own Android
successfully built interesting applications, but found se- phone for several months so I could use two fitness apps
curity policies difficult to express. This experience led that concurrently connect to a heart-rate monitor.
us to create a DSL for writing policies and change how
policies interact with the database.
velopers adhere to the platform’s programming conventions, such as choice of language, and build applications to work with databases and other services available on the platform.
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Some of my collaborators founded a company, Intrinsic
[6], that is porting Hails to Node.js.
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Industrial Impact

During my PhD I co-founded MemCachier, the largest
provider of memcache to PaaS web applications. The
opportunity for MemCachier was born of the same observation as Hails: that developers had begun deploying
web applications on platforms like Heroku. These applications require additional services, like a distributed
cache, that the platform does not provide and that can
be done much more cost-effectively for a large number
of small applications using a multi-tenant system.

Beetle: Wireless Protocols

Mobile phones, wireless routers, and other gateway devices allow wireless peripherals to communicate with
local and cloud applications using specialized networking protocols like Bluetooth Low Energy. Unfortu3
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